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Telecommunicatie–consultant Steven
Vedro gebruikt in ‘Digital Dharma’ het
oosterse chakrasysteem als metafoor
om aan te tonen hoe de infosfeer, het
elektronische web dat onze planeet omringt, diep in onze levens dringt. Deze
ver strekkende technische ontwikkelingen kunnen naar zijn mening worden
gebruikt als spiegel van onze psychologische en spirituele ontwikkeling. ‘Digital
Dharma’ is niet een puur theoretisch
boek: elk hoofdstuk bevat oefeningen
waarmee je de inzichten in praktijk kunt
brengen.

For many people, Islam
remains a mystery. Here
Bernard Lewis and Buntzie
Ellis Churchill examine Islam: what its adherents believe and how their religion
has shaped them, their rich
and diverse cultures, and
their politics over more than
14 centuries. Considered
one of the West’s leading
experts on Islam, Lewis,
with Churchill, has written
an illuminating introduction
for those who want to understand the faith and the global
challenges it confronts and
presents. Whatever your
political, personal,
or religious views, this book
will help you understand
Islam’s reality.

The link between the occult and politics is as old as politics itself. In ancient
Egypt and China, magi translated the messages of the gods into the edicts of
the land. These days that link has become obscure, limited mostly to
studies on the ‘dark side’ of fascism. But countercultural critic Gary Lachman
shows there is a ‘progressive’, democratic occult politics as well. Focusing
on notions of ‘hidden superiors’ and the ‘retreat from the modern world’, he
traces how occult ideas have informed politics in the West ranging from the
Knights Templar and Freemasonry to the French and American Revolutions,
Spiritualism and Feminism, Theosophy in India, the search for Shambhala,
the roots of Nazism, the occult revival of the 1960’s, and Christian fundamentalism in the U.S. today. Lachman’s critique of occult politicians like Annie
Besant, Emanuel Swedenborg, Nicholas Roerich, Réne Guénon, Julius
Evola, Rodolf Steiner, Mircea Eliade, C.G. Jung, and Aleister Crowley shows
that politics is as swayed by the occult now as it ever was. His fresh and
conscientious view proves him one of the most reliable writers on this matter
in the English-speaking world.
Gary Lachman is author of A Secret History of Consciousness, A Dark Muse A History of the Occult, Rudolf Steiner, In Search of P.D. Ouspensky, and other books. A founding member of rock group Blondie, in 2006 he was inducted
into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.
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A Textbook of
Theosophy
C.W. Leadbeater

A Textbook of Theosophy is an
ideal primer for the student of
Theosophy. It suggests that
Theosophy comprises the best of
religion, science and philosophy.
The book presents a concise, clear
description of the evolution of
human beings and the solar
system, and describes the divine
inner nature of each one of us.
Moreover, through discussing
reincarnation and the purpose of
life, it leads us to understand the
after-death state. The book urges
to rise to the highest good within
us: ‘God is good, man is immortal,
and as we sow, so we must reap.’
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Man’s consciousness has evolved
to a point where it is capable of
understanding its own nature, as
well as the nature of life around it.
We can also observe in ourselves
that consciousness can be limited
or extensive, supercial or deep,
partial or total. But most of us are
ignorant of its real capacity.
In this lecture, Mr. N. Sri Ram,
known for his deep understanding
of philosophical questions, explores how consciousness loses its
sensitivity and gets obscured, but
has the potency of awakening into
the full light of wisdom. He says:
‘We do not notice the beauty of a
cloud or the movement of a leaf
or bird and many other things. An
artist is needed to paint a picture
and point out the beauty.’
This booklet offers insight into how
the quality of our consciousness
can be transformed so that it is
constantly renewed, remaining
open to the truth of life as it
reveals itself.

Deze titels zijn ook verkrijgbaar bij boekhandel Au Bout du Monde,

The author has brought Theosophy
back where it belongs, to our
own life and experience. This is a
pragmatic approach and analysis of
Theosophy - unfettered by occult,
spiritual, clairvoyant and other
projections.
This book shows us that Theosophy
in its pristine form is very ancient
and indicates the opposite of every
kind of materialism, both scientific
and religious. Theosophy or the
Divine Wisdom belongs to the
everyday world, nurtured by our
altruistic desires. Thought, Love or
Will applied to our daily experience
reveals its divine value, leading us
to find the infinite in the finite.
The Eastern concept of satyam,
sivam and sundaram (truth
goodness and beauty) are fittingly
interwoven into the triad of thought,
will, and action.
This book will help the reader
understand more clearly the true
nature of Theosophy.
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